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                What a Young Woman Ought to Know

                
 by   Mary Wood Allen 
What a Young Woman Ought to Know is written by Mary Wood Allen, who had counseled a large community of young women in various parts of United Stats.

Many girls are unfortunate to be trained by conventionalities of society which lead them to a dilemma of questioning the right and wrongs. This book provides honest answers through the facts collect..
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                The Ladies Book of Useful Information

                
 by   Anonymous 
The Ladies Book of Useful Information, probably one of the limited books packed with comprehensive list of useful and mandatory information for women. Every woman who reads this book can learn the secrets of youth, beauty and health and can transform the knowledge to generations next, as contents of this book is applicable irrespective of the time ..
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                Woman Her Sex And Love Life

                
 by   William J. Robinson 
Woman Her Sex And Love Life, By William J. Robinson, an American Physician who is remembered as the first American physician to advocate birth control and contraceptive knowledge.

The author starts the book with the interesting topic of how woman was created in the universe, based on the Hindu mythology, which ends up in a note of “Man neither l..
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                Are Parents People?

                
 by   Alice Duer Miller 
Are Parents People?  is a guide book written by Alice Duer Miller, who is also the author of "The Happiest Times Of Their Lives," "The Charm School," "Come Out Of The Kitchen," And "Manslaughter".The girls marched into chapel singing Jerusalem the Golden. Some of the voices were shrill and piping, and some were clear and sweet; but all had tha..
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                A Book of Medical Discourses, in Two Parts

                
 by   Rebecca Lee Crumpler 
The following pages contain a few simple appeals to common sense, and are addressed to mothers, nurses, and women generally. All honor is due to a far-seeing legislation which has recognized the importance of fitting woman for the great and natural office of nurse, or doctress of medicine; for by it facilities are offered to each member of a commun..
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                The Seven Ages of Woman

                
 by   Compton MacKenzie 
On a June morning in the year 1859 Sir Richard Flower of Barton Flowers in the county of Southampton decided that the weather was propitious for his annual progress on horseback round the confines of his demesne. The order was given to saddle his gray gelding; Lady Flower was informed that her husband would dine two hours later than usual, and upon..
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                Woman in the golden ages

                
 by   Amelia Gere Mason 
In this series of detached essays I have tried to gather and group the most salient and essential facts relating to the character, position, and intellectual attainments of women in the great ages of the world. It is not an easy matter to trace with any exactness the lives of women of classic times, as they were largely ignored by men who chronicle..
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                Hilda's Home: A Story of Woman's Emancipation

                
 by   Rosa Graul 
The author of “Hilda’s Home” preaches the gospel of Freedom—equal freedom, the gospel of Liberty coupled with responsibility. With Spencer she would say, “Every one has the right to do as he pleases so long as he does not invade the equal right of others.” With Macaulay, Rosa Graul would say “The cure for the evils of Liberty is more liberty.” Henc..
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